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SESSION OBJECTIVE: OVERVIEW PT. 2 
To learn more about the characteristics of a cult, terminology, and how they survive.


“See to it that no one takes you captive through philosophy and empty deception, according to the tradition of 
men, according to the elementary principles of the world, rather than according to Christ.” (Col. 2:8, NASB)


Why Do They Succeed or Fail? 
In the first session, we looked at what makes a cult group seem normal. Now, we will look at some of the 
reasons cult groups succeed, and why some others fail.


1. IF THEY MINIMIZE THE CULTURAL CAPITAL ONE HAS TO SPEND TO JOIN THE GROUP 
The less cultural capital you have to spend, the more successful the group will be. If you have to spend too 
much of it, the group will fail.

1. Southern Culture

2. “Leftist” Culture


2. IF THEIR DOCTRINES ARE NOT EMPIRICALLY VERIFIABLE 
A group will succeed if what they say cannot be proven incorrect. 

1. Edgar Whisenhunt’s, “88 Reasons Why the Rapture Will Happen in 1988”

• You can empirically verify with your senses that this is false


2. What if we could find Jesus’ body?
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• In fact, Jewish leaders spread the idea that the apostles stole the body


3. IF IT MAINTAINS A MEDIUM LEVEL OF TENSION WITH SOCIETY 
In other words, a group needs to be strict but not too strict.

1. Alcohol

• Name chapter and verse where the Bible says don’t drink alcohol.

• Name chapter and verse where the Bible says don’t get drunk.


4. IF IT HAS A LEGITIMATE LEADER WITH ADEQUATE AUTHORITY 
A group needs to have a leader that is doesn’t come off as a crazy, and has adequate buy-in from his people. 


5. IF THEY HAVE A HIGHLY MOTIVATED, VOLUNTEER LABOR FORCE WILLING TO PROSELYTIZE 
A group needs to have a volunteer group of people that will grow. In order to grow, they must spread the 
message, and they must do it freely.


6. IF THEIR MEMBERSHIP BIRTHRATE OFFSETS THEIR DEATH RATE 
A group has to outgrow its attrition rate.

1. This also means that they cannot outright forbid sex (Jonestown)


7. IF THEY CAN COMPETE WITH A WEAK, LOCAL RELIGION 
A group will likely need to pull people from one religion to its own, thus, if it cannot successfully compete with 
other local religions, it will fail.


8. IF THEY HAVE STRONG INTERNAL ATTACHMENTS WITH AN OPEN SOCIAL NETWORK 
Groups need to have a strong internal fellowship without limiting outside contact.

1. There are some groups that will not allow members and non-members to have contact (strong internal 

fellowship).

2. There are some groups that will allow contact, but don’t have a strong internal system (weak internal 

fellowship).


9. IF THEY ALLOW PEOPLE TO COME AND GO AS THEY PLEASE 
A group will not succeed if they are too controlling of their adherents.


10. IF THEY SOCIALIZE THEIR YOUNG TO PREVENT DEFECTION 
A group will succeed if they indoctrinate the young and, to some extent, form their identity.

1. Sunday school, VBS, DiscipleNOW, summer camps, etc.
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